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Abstract
We introduce a new experimental approach to study the structural transitions of large num-
bers of nanoparticle-coated droplets as their volume is reduced. We use an emulsion system
where the dispersed phase is slightly soluble in the continuous phase. By adding a fixed amount
of unsaturated continuous phase, the volume of the droplets can be controllably reduced, caus-
ing them to buckle or crumple, thereby becoming non-spherical. The resultant morphologies
depend both on the extent of volume reduction and the average droplet size. The buckling and
crumpling behavior implies that the droplet surfaces are solid.
Introduction
Suspensions of fluid droplets coated with solid colloidal particles are commonly known as “Pick-
ering” emulsions. Particles with suitable surface chemistries can adsorb at the droplet surfaces
strongly, with an energy of up to hundreds of kBT . As a result, Pickering emulsion droplets can
be exceptionally stable against coalescence and Ostwald ripening, making them useful for a wide
variety of applications in which their interfacial properties play a key role. For example, Pickering
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emulsion droplets are promising candidates for encapsulating, delivering, or controllably releasing
poorly soluble drugs.1 They have also been used as templates for fabricating hierarchical porous
materials for catalysts or filters.2
The stability of Pickering emulsion droplets is due to the dense packing of a strongly bound
layer of colloidal particles at the fluid-fluid interface;3,4 this layer is hypothesized to behave as
a two-dimensional solid.5–9 However, experimental approaches to verifying this suggestion have
been limited to flat fluid interfaces.6,10–13 The solid-like nature of particle-coated surfaces is also
often used to describe the curved interfaces of fluid droplets; for example, this assumption is es-
sential to the interpretation of rheological measurements of densely packed Pickering emulsions.8
Nevertheless, direct experimental evidence of the solid-like nature of the surface of particle-coated
droplets remains lacking.
An unambiguous way to confirm the solid-like behavior of a thin shell is to observe buckling
when it is strongly deformed. For example, as the volume of a thin elastic shell is reduced, com-
pressive stresses build up on its surface, causing localized mechanical instabilities such as sharp
points and bends to develop.14 The proliferation of these localized instabilities results in a shell
with a crumpled morphology. The crumpling of fluid-filled shells has been achieved experimen-
tally either by uncontrollably dissolving or by evaporating the interior fluid for several porous
capsules,15–18 or by using an externally imposed osmotic pressure.19,20 Few such studies exist for
Pickering emulsions.21 A method to controllably induce compressive stresses at Pickering emul-
sion droplet surfaces is thus highly desirable to directly test their mechanical properties.
In this Letter, we study the structural transitions of large numbers of nanoparticle-coated droplets
as fluid is controllably pumped out of the droplet interiors. We find that a significant fraction of
droplets buckle or crumple upon volume reduction, confirming the hypothesis that their interfaces
behave like solids. The number of non-spherical droplets as well as the resultant droplet morphol-
ogy is highly dependent on the amount of volume reduction and the average size of the droplets.
All of the morphologies we observe are stable over a period of at least several hours. Many of these
are strikingly similar to structures observed or predicted for buckled thin continuum elastic shells.
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The technique presented here provides a new and straightforward way to study the deformation
behavior of thin fluid-filled granular shells.
Results and Discussion
We use hydrophilic silica nanoparticles that are coated with a diffuse layer of alkane, rendering
them partially hydrophobic and partially hydrophilic. Thus, they are wetted by both dispersed and
continuous phases, and the three-phase contact angle characterizing the placement of the nanopar-
ticles at the interface between the two phases is close to 90◦. As a result, once a nanoparticle
is mechanically driven to this interface during the emulsification process, it is confined within a
potential well of depth as large as hundreds of kBT .22 This makes the emulsions used in this work
highly stable for at least several weeks.
Due to the strong attachment of the nanoparticles to the droplet surfaces, the average droplet
size is controlled by the concentration of nanoparticles used to prepare the samples.23 The average
droplet diameter d is related to the volume concentration cp of nanoparticles with respect to the
dispersed phase by d = 8φAnap/cp, where φA is the fraction of the droplet surfaces that is covered
with nanoparticles, n is the average number of nanoparticle layers covering the droplets, and ap is
the nanoparticle radius. This equation fits our data very well over a wide range, as shown in Figure
1. Using this fit, we estimate that the droplet surfaces are coated with a monolayer of nanoparticles
with surface coverage φA = 80±2%.
A closed solid shell with a fixed surface area must deform as its volume is reduced and com-
pressive stresses develop in the shell wall. These stresses are typically relieved through buckling
events, in which the shell is strongly deformed only at points and lines on its surface.14 Moti-
vated by this, we develop a technique to study the mechanical properties of our Pickering emulsion
droplet surfaces by reducing their average volume in a controlled manner. To achieve volume
reduction, we use a dispersed phase whose solubility in the continuous phase is measured to be
∼ 0.17 vol%. Thus mixing a Pickering emulsion with unsaturated continuous phase causes a finite
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amount of the dispersed phase to be pumped out of the droplets until the solubility limit of the
continuous phase is reached. We calculate the average decrease in droplet volume ∆V relative to
the original droplet volume V0 to be ∆V/V0 ≈ 0.0017Vadd/φVs, where φ is the emulsion volume
fraction, Vs is the initial sample volume, and Vadd is the volume of additional unsaturated continu-
ous phase. For each value of Vadd , we use optical microscopy to quantify the fraction of droplets
that were clearly buckled or crumpled, analyzing a total of 3759 droplets. The pumping process
presented here is analogous to applying a pressure difference across the particle-coated droplet
surface. Similar to studies of osmotically-induced buckling of hollow capsules,19 our technique
involves the addition of a chemical species that forces solvent to be expelled from the droplet in-
teriors. A key advantage of this approach is that it enables the simultaneous investigation of the
buckling of large numbers of Pickering emulsion droplets of varying sizes, yielding statistics of
this process unlike approaches using pendant drop tensiometry24 or a syringe21 to shrink individ-
ual macroscopic droplets.
To study the mechanical nature of the particle-coated droplet surfaces, we observe their mor-
phologies as their volume is reduced. Strikingly, a considerable fraction of the droplets become
non-spherical due to buckling or crumpling (Figure 2), unambiguously demonstrating that their
surfaces are solid. As Vadd and hence the degree of pumping is increased, more droplets are de-
formed, as shown in Figure 3. To further understand the properties of the droplet surfaces, we
explicitly consider the microscopic interactions between the nanoparticles (Supporting Informa-
tion). In the bulk continuous phase, the nanoparticles possess very weak attractions, whereas in
the bulk dispersed phase the nanoparticles are much more strongly attractive due to the interpen-
etration of the alkyl chains coating the colloidal particles,25 with attraction energy ≤ 104kBT .
Furthermore, nanoparticles confined to the fluid-fluid interface interact via capillary attractions26
of magnitude ∼ 500kBT . Thus the densely-packed surfaces of the Pickering emulsion droplets are
likely to be characterized by a non-zero two-dimensional shear modulus G′2D ≈ 40− 700mN/m
either immediately after emulsification or upon slight droplet volume reduction (Supporting Infor-
mation). We also use interfacial rheology to directly measure G′2D for the flat fluid-fluid interface
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saturated with an excess of nanoparticles; this shows that the layer of nanoparticles has mechanical
properties similar to a soft glassy material13 and has a magnitude consistent with our theoretical
estimate (Supporting Information). Furthermore, because our nanoparticles are highly polydis-
perse, their structure at a droplet surface is likely to be amorphous, in contrast to systems with
monodisperse particles in which crystalline defects play a significant role.27,28 Thus, the droplet
surfaces can be thought of as thin, porous, solid granular shells. The approach presented here is a
powerful means to study volume-controlled morphological transitions of fluid-filled granular shells
in a well-defined manner, by subjecting large numbers of droplets to the same degree of pumping.
Unlike the case of a sheet, deforming a thin elastic shell requires it to both bend and stretch;29
thus, the buckling and crumpling behavior of such shells is typically understood by considering
the energies associated with both of these deformation modes. Because stretching deformations
require more energy than bending,30 they tend to be focused at points and lines, leading to local-
ized mechanical instabilities that develop as the shell is increasingly deformed. While the mechan-
ical properties of densely packed particles at fluid-fluid interfaces is typically interpreted within
the framework of continuum elasticity,5,6 it is still not clear that this approach is appropriate for
particle-coated droplets.31,32 To explore the similarities between classical thin elastic shells and
our particle-coated droplets, we study the size dependence of droplet buckling as well as the mor-
phologies of buckled and crumpled droplets.
By considering the shell size dependence of the energy required to form a depression in an
elastic spherical shell, an analysis based on classical elasticity theory predicts that larger droplets
should buckle more easily than smaller droplets.15 To test this, we prepare samples consisting of
droplets of three different average sizes, and controllably reduce their average volume. Crucially,
our data clearly show that larger droplets require a smaller relative decrease in their volume than
do smaller droplets to crumple by the same fraction, as shown in Figure 3. This suggests that
larger droplets crumple more easily, which is in agreement with the idea of having a thin shell of
densely-packed colloids covering the fluid droplets.
Our approach is a useful way to characterize the morphological transitions undergone by
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droplets at varying degrees of pumping. For weak pumping, the droplets are often non-spherical,
forming polyhedra with multiple flat facets separated by straight edges (Figure 4A). Similar shapes
have been achieved previously for particle-coated bubbles or droplets that have coalesced or that
have forcibly undergone plastic deformation.33 In our system, however, it is likely that such shapes
arise from the presence of localized defects in the granular shell. These can mediate the structural
transitions of the shell due to volume pumping in a manner similar to that in which fivefold discli-
nations can lead to faceting of crystalline granular shells.34 For intermediate pumping, droplets
develop dimples or corrugations of size ∼ 1−10µm on their surfaces (Figure 4B). These are rem-
iniscent of post-buckling structures for thin shells under pressure35 or core-shell structures whose
shells have experienced significant compressive stresses.16,19 As pumping increases, droplets have
more crumpled morphologies with increasing numbers of dimples developing; this is consistent
with the notion that crumpling may be thought of as a sequential buckling process.14 For stronger
pumping, dimples grow into cusps and ridges spanning a wide range of size scales (∼ 0.1−100µm)
joining points of maximal curvature (Figure 4C). Due to the fixed surface area of the shell, these
cusps and ridges start to interact with each other as fluid is pumped out of the droplets, as demon-
strated by the increasing numbers of longer and sharper cusps and ridges shown in Figure 4C.
This suggests that in-plane stretching of the nanoparticle network at the droplet surface is ener-
getically more costly than bending, as in the case of thin continuum sheets, and stress is localized
heterogeneously on the droplet surface.
These observations strongly support the hypothesis that a sufficiently densely packed layer of
colloidal particles at a fluid-fluid interface acts like a solid. In particular, the nonuniform capil-
lary stresses associated with the highly deformed morphologies adopted by our droplets (Figures
2 and 4) must be supported by localized stresses in the solid granular shell; otherwise, these would
be pulled back to a spherical shape by the fluid-fluid interfacial tension.7,33,36,37 Moreover, all
observed morphologies are “frozen-in”; they are stable over an observation time of hours. Further-
more, when subjected to a shear flow, buckled droplets undergo rigid-body rotation as expected
for a solid shell (Movie S1). This is clearly different from the tank treading motion expected
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for a droplet with a fluid surface,38 confirming that the particles form a solid layer at the droplet
interfaces.
In addition to the typical morphologies shown in Figure 4A-C, droplets exhibit a number of
other buckled structures. These include multifaceted polyhedral indentations consisting of up to
eight vertices (Figure 4D and Figure S1A-C); sharply-defined creases and ridges that meet at in-
dividual points (Figure 4E); and elongated shapes strongly reminiscent of folded monosulcate lily
pollen grains39 (Figure 4F). The observation of such a variety of buckled structures suggests that
the mechanical properties of the interfaces of the Pickering droplets are non-uniform. The mor-
phologies observed are strikingly similar to those seen for thin continuum elastic shells possessing
locally more compliant areas on their surface. For example, a spherical cap with a single point-like
“weak spot” develops a faceted polyhedral indentation within its surface upon volume reduction,
similar to the structure shown in Figure 4D.39,40 In folded sheets and large crumpled shells, multi-
ple point-like singularities connected by stretching ridges give rise to morphologies similar to that
shown in Figure 4E.14,41–43 A “weak spot” extended along a line on the surface of a shell, such as
at a grain boundary,27 gives rise to an elongated structure upon volume reduction as in the droplet
shown in Figure 4F.39 These comparisons suggest that the observed non-uniform crumpling mor-
phologies can be attributed to heterogeneities in the colloidal shell of the Pickering droplets that
inevitably arise during sample preparation. The compliant areas in the surfaces of Pickering emul-
sions likely guide the development of deformations during volume reduction, giving rise to the
rich diversity of post-buckling morphologies. Thus, by tuning the arrangements of particles at the
droplet interfaces, the crumpling morphologies can potentially be controlled.
In conclusion, we present a straightforward and general method for buckling and crumpling
statistically significant numbers of nanoparticle-coated droplets by pumping fluid out of the droplet
interiors. Increasing numbers of droplets buckle and crumple as their average volume is reduced.
The extent to which droplets are buckled or crumpled depends on the average droplet size, with
larger droplets crumpling more easily than smaller droplets in agreement with ideas based on
continuum elasticity theory. As they undergo volume reduction, droplets become increasingly
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non-spherical and develop progressively more dimples, suggesting that crumpling may be thought
of as a sequential buckling process. For stronger pumping, cusps and sharply curved ridges develop
and grow. The structures of our buckled Pickering emulsions are strikingly similar to the buckled
shapes of thin continuum elastic shells. Our approach is a new means to realize stable non-spherical
fluid droplets, and our observations show that the droplet surfaces are solid-like. The technique
presented here offers a route to systematically study the morphological transitions of thin fluid-
filled granular shells undergoing volume reduction and to explore the similarities between these
and “classical” thin elastic shells.
Experimental Details
Materials
Ethylene glycol (anhydrous, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), chlorobenzene (CHROMASOLV, for HPLC,
99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich), glycerol (ACS reagent, 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), and hydrophobic silica
nanoparticles (diameter ≈ 15nm±30%, Tol-ST, Nissan Chemical Inc.) were used as received.
Some samples were made using ethylene glycol and chlorobenzene dried by tumbling with molec-
ular sieves (3Å, beads, 4-8 mesh, Sigma-Aldrich) and filtered with a 0.2µm filter. The samples
prepared with the dried reagents showed no noticeable difference in the final results, as compared
to samples prepared with reagents used as received.
Emulsion Preparation
Emulsions were produced at a volume fraction of ∼61% by mixing known masses of ethylene
glycol containing 1% glycerol (to minimize Ostwald ripening) and chlorobenzene containing a
suitable amount of nanoparticle suspension. These were mechanically agitated by intensive vor-
texing for 10-40 minutes. This procedure forms extremely stable “water-in-oil” emulsions with
ethylene glycol/glycerol as the dispersed phase and chlorobenzene as the continuous phase. This
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suggests that the silica nanoparticles have a contact angle close to 90◦, but are more preferen-
tially wet by chlorobenzene.44 Furthermore, these samples have surprisingly low polydispersities
(∼30%) given the inhomogeneous shear rates that arise during emulsification.
Determination of Partial Solubility
Ethylene glycol is partially soluble in chlorobenzene at a concentration of ∼1.5µL/g. This is
determined in two ways. First, the conductivities of both unsaturated chlorobenzene (σunsat )
and chlorobenzene that has been saturated with ethylene glycol (σsat ) were measured, as well
as the conductivity of ethylene glycol (σEG). The saturation concentration of ethylene glycol in
chlorobenzene (csat ) was then calculated by linearly interpolating between σunsat and σEG using
the relation σsat ≈ σunsat +csatσEG. Second, the saturation concentration was directly measured by
mixing measured amounts of ethylene glycol with chlorobenzene until the resulting solution is no
longer visibly homogenous. Values of saturation concentration of ethylene glycol in chlorobenzene
from the two measurements are in good agreement.
Volume Control Procedure
To controllably pump a known volume of fluid from inside the droplets, a measured quantity of
emulsion is added to a suitable amount of unsaturated chlorobenzene. This is then tumbled gently
for several days.
Characterization
Droplet morphologies were characterized using optical microscopy at a range of magnifications
(10x-100x), using either a Leica SP5 confocal microscope operating in bright-field mode or a
Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E. Samples were imaged in sealed glass capillaries or sealed imaging cham-
bers made from polyether ether ketone (PEEK) spacers.
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Figure 1
Figure 1: Average droplet diameter d of Pickering emulsion prepared at different nanoparticle
concentrations cp. White square represents a sample made by adding nanoparticles to the sample
represented by the white circle; white triangle represents a sample made by adding more dispersed
phase to the sample represented by the white square. Vertical error bars indicate standard deviation
of area-weighted size distribution, while horizontal error bars indicate estimated uncertainty in cp.
Solid line indicates inverse dependence of d with cp (d = 8φAnap/cp) as discussed in the text.
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Figure 2
Figure 2: (A) Schematic illustrating the controlled reduction of droplet volume of Pickering emul-
sion droplets. (B) Optical micrograph of a crumpled droplet with fluorescently labeled dispersed
phase (green overlaid); scale bar is 5µm.
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Figure 3
Figure 3: A plot of the fraction of buckled/crumpled droplets as a function of calculated relative
change in droplet volume for samples of average droplet diameters d = 14.7µm (red circles),
34.7µm (blue squares), and 44.1µm (green triangles). Solid lines are guides to the eye. Inset
shows optical micrographs of two different samples: left has undergone weak pumping, right has
undergone stronger pumping.
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Figure 4
Figure 4: Optical micrographs of different buckled droplets. (A-C) show characteristic shapes at
increasing levels of pumping, ranging from weak pumping (A), intermediate pumping (B), and
strong pumping (C). Typical buckled structures also include multifaceted polyhedral indentations
(D), stretching ridges, d-cones, and “swallowtail” folds (E), and elongated “football” structures
(F). Bottom-left inset to (F) shows representative end-on view. All scale bars are 5µm. Colored
insets show macroscopic analogues of buckled structures: point indentation of a bottle using a
pen40 (D), creases and ridges in crumpled paper43 (E), and elongated dessicated pollen granule39
(F).
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